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President’s Report
The ‘age’ of the week was definitely the U8s! With most minis suffering from the ‘gala’ concept, our
8s thrived with the Greens rolling East Hills, the Whites had their first win for a few weeks by
beating Moorebank and the Blues also beat East Hills – well done all 8s. Both our 9s didn’t handle
the change in venue (Delauney to Roberts) and went down to Moorebank and the Tigers. However,
the 9-1s were playing the 2nd placed Tigers and only went down by 2, pretty sure they can beat
them!! The 11s, 12s and 13-2s continued on their winning ways and should be semi- final bound.
Sunday was a tough one. The 14s and A Reserve got the bickies, the 19s and A grade went down in
tough encounters (but the effort was there) while the 15s and 16s struggled – maybe a home game
this Sunday will spark them!!

This weekend
With the ‘gala caravan’ moving to Delauney (we host all the U7s), we need help from the U7
parents to help with canteen and BBQ for a little bit longer than usual – please be generous.
Social Events
Thanks to the 35 hardy golfers for attending last week. It never ceases to amaze me that everyone
that goes to the Golf tells me what a great day it is but don’t come back the next year – go figure??
So now we head to the Ball. Friday 7 June at the Vaudeville. Cost is $85 per head and includes
meal, DJ, beer and wine with spirits at $5!! Starts at 7pm and goes ‘til to 2am – your manager is
collecting names, so see them - we want all numbers finalised by Sunday night.
Go the Saints
John Grealy

ST CHRISTOPHER’S
JUNIOR RUGBY
LEAGUE CLUB
Home Ground:
Bill Delauney Reserve
Cnr The River Rd & Henry Lawson Dr
PICNIC POINT, NSW

PO Box 26, PANANIA, NSW 2213

Phone: 9773-3308 (Club House)
Website: www.stchristophers.com.au
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Round 8 Results
Team

Opposition

Venue

Result

For

Against

6 Gold

Milperra Colts

Hammondville

Lost

12

40

6 White

Moorebank

Hammondville

Lost

8

20

6 Blue

Bulls

Hammondville

Lost

8

24

7 Green

BYE

7 White

Rhinos

BYE
Middleton Park

Lost

8

36

Bankstown Sports Y Middleton Park

Won

38

24

8 Green

East Hills

Terry Lamb Complex

Won

28

10

8 White

Moorebank

Terry Lamb Complex

Won

28

20

East Hills

Terry Lamb Complex

Won

30

22

U9-3

Moorebank

Bill Delauney Res

Lost

4

36

U9-1

Tigers

Bill Delauney Res

Lost

16

18

U10-2

BYE

U11-1

Dragons

Bill Delauney Res

Won

38

12

U12-2

Tigers

Bill Delauney Res

Won

44

6

U13-2Y

Moorebank Y

Bill Delauney Res

Lost

10

16

U13-2R

Warriors

Lidcombe

Won

24

10

U14-2

Concord Burwood

Goddard Park

Won

18

10

U15-1

Clovelly B

Rowland Park

Lost

10

36

U16-1

Bankstown Sports

Terry Lamb Complex

Lost

10

44

U19-2

Tigers

Terry Lamb Complex

Lost

12

16

A Res

All Saints

Hillier Oval

Won

32

14

A

All Saints

Hillier Oval

Lost

12

24

7 Blue

8 Blue

BYE
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Under 6 Gold ~ Lost 12-40 v Milperra
Our 6 Gold side put on a good game. They all played their best even
with the score not showing their efforts with a loss of 40-12. Noah,
Tyler and Daniel got our 3 tries of the game.
Man of the match was Michael, who put on one of his best efforts
with his tackling and running with the ball and being a team player!

Under 6 Gold
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Under 6 White ~ Lost 8-20 v Moorebank
It seems all the hard work at training is really starting to pay off. What a turnaround from the boys. This was a
really good contest between two equally capable teams. Moorebank were first to score although some
desperate defence almost stopped it happening. From then it was really a game of cat and mouse in the first
third as some great runs from both sides were matched by equally impressive defence. Some great defence
from Aaron, Alexander and Lachlan kept the score to 8 nil in the first third. Come the second third and some
great running from Jake, Khoda and Jamal got us into position which Noah soon took advantage of and scored a
great try in the corner. Ethan also came up with another try saving tackle on a much bigger opponent which
once again denied the opposition a certain 4 pointer. In the final third some great defence and running kept us
in the contest. Moorebank skipped further away with a couple of tries before a good run saw Cooper score in
the corner to give us our final try for the game. The boys never gave up even making a try saving tackle with
seconds to spare preventing Moorebank from scoring another try at the end.
MOM: Lachlan

Under 6 Blue ~ Lost 8-24 v Bulls
With such a late start for U6’s (1:40PM) it was a case of would the boys be ready to play or their fuel already
be spent. It was definitely the latter. The boys were up against the leaders of the comp. All were keen to help
their team mates and even though the Bulls got off to a great start, not once did our boys give up. We made a
lot of tackles on bigger and faster players who were getting frustrated by our defence, forcing them into touch
on many occasions. Eddie’s strong run at their line from half way resulted in him breaking their defence and
having them chase him all the way to a great try. Well done. Each player contributed in every way they could,
knowing that we weren’t winning but still trying their hardest. This was evident by Kristian and Max who got
back up as many times as they were knocked down. Their Man of the Match and Encouragement awards were
deserved for their efforts.
MOM – Kristian Zanbaka
Encouragement – Max Zanbaka

Under 7 Green ~ Bye
Under 7 White ~ Lost 8-36 v Rhinos
Under 7 Blue ~ Won 38-24 v Sports Y
A good win on the weekend against Bankstown Sports yellow. The boys played really well organised football
with a great passing game and some really solid defence. Cody and Hayden organised our attack from first
receiver and dummy half giving each player the opportunity to run the ball. Aidrian, Matthew, Mitchel and
Fred charged into the opposition defence and made plenty of yards for the team with Aidrian scoring 3 tries.
Mark, Jack and James were great in defence pulling off some great tackles throughout the game. As well as
having some good runs. Harrison had his best game so far scoring his first try and converting it and was a
deserved winner of the Man of the Match trophy this week. Well done.
Boys we must remember to listen to the coach’s instructions and concentrate for the game. Our tackling
needs to get a lot better if we are to start winning more games. I know we are very capable of beating most
teams in this comp, but we need to start doing the things we are getting shown at training in the games and
believing in ourselves more.
Tries: Adrian x3, Cody x2, Mitchell, Matthew, Harrison
Goals: Jack, Harrison and Mitchell.
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Under 8 Green ~ Won 28-10 v East Hills
Under 8 White ~ Won 28-20 v Moorebank
This week we played Moorebank at Terry Lamb Complex and it was a
fantastic win for our boys. It was a real team effort and the game was
entertaining from the opening whistle to the full-time bell. In the end we
finished winners by beating Moorebank 28 points to 20.
The game was close right up until the final three minutes of the final third.
Our team was leading 22-20 and we scored a try in the final minute to secure
a 28-20 win. The lead fluctuated several times between the two teams but I
thought our boys had points in them. Our defence has improved but it still
needs work, especially in the middle.
Our best performers this week were Connor and Josh. Alex scored a
magnificent individual try with a lot of determination and pace. Max also
scored two tries and it was pleasing to see Tommy score a neat try from
dummy half.
I am sure that we all enjoyed the game and our boys are now back in the
winner’s circle. We will introduce new plays and work hard on our defence in
preparation for our game against Chester Hill to be played at Roberts Park,
Greenacre, next Saturday.
To all our parents, I would like to extend my appreciation for their assistance
and support. Go the mighty Saints!!!
Tries: Max X2, Tommy, Josh, Alex & Youssef. Goals: Alex & Tommy.

Under 8 White ~ Won 28-20 v Moorebank

Under 8 Blue ~ Won 30-22 v East Hills
The repeat round of round 1 was upon us, and we got to play East Hills for
the 2nd time around. It felt a little like déjà vu with Peter scoring 4 tries
again. We only had 8 players this week and the boys dug deep and put in
a big effort to hold East Hills out. The score was 12-6 after the first third,
and we did let East Hills score in the final seconds of that third.
East hills fought back in the second third scoring 2 quick tries with us only
scoring once, but maintaining the lead 18-16 after the 2nd third. We
came out in the last third and played well, only letting in one try and
scoring 2 ourselves.
All the boys tackled well, Oscar and Owen talking to the boys throughout
the game, also leading the boys in defence with Oscar making some
massive runs.
Evan made some great tackles and some much needed metres and scored
a good try.
Peter the try scoring and tackling machine played great once again!
Ryan moving the boys around the field as first receiver was great to see.
Sean was making some good tackles and running the ball well.
Jack was great as dummy-half getting the ball out and making a great run
on the last tackle as well as passing the ball too!
Hayden, the man of the match today, played well, made some great cover
tackles and ran the ball hard. He also played well in first receiver guiding
the boys around the field.
Well done again to the boys today you all played well.
Tries: Peter AX 4, Evan Anderson
Goals: Sean A, Peter A, Ryan K,
Oscar M, Hayden S
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Under 9.3 ~ Lost 4-36 v Moorebank
After not training at all during the week it definitely showed in the
game. The luck of energy and enthusiasm was evident in the first
half with Moorebank running a try virtually every set of six. We
were lucky to touch the ball two or three times in that first stanza.
The second half didn't start out well with sloppy plays of the ball,
staggered defensive line and lots of arm grabbing. On a positive
note our very reliable Jarred scored a real sneaky try on the last
tackle in the corner. MOM, Marcus, has a real sense of timing with
some wonderful cover tackles and some great head on defence.
I think we need to follow his example and start using the
shoulders. Let’s work for each other next week.

Under 9.1 ~ Lost 16-18 v Tigers
Although this was technically our home game due to the wet weather during the week, we were assigned
to play at Roberts Park. We went into this game without a training session due to the weather, but from
the warm up the boys looked like they were switched on.
We got the game underway with the kick off and the boys were working hard in defence which saw the
game played in the middle section of the field. Both sides were willing in defence and the boys did not
shirk the hard stuff. We went back to a simple game plan with the forwards taking the first few hit ups
each set and then working in some plays in the later tackles. In defence we were moving up in a good
line, with our markers applying good pressure, which saw us control the big boppers in the Greenacre
side. We got our first try via a strong run from Ricardo which commenced in our half and ended up over
the line, with Bailey getting the conversion we were in front 6 – 0. The game resumed its arm wrestle for
the next few sets and then Jared scored a try from a kick return that Billy Slater would have been proud
of, to put us in front 10 - 0. As the half wound down, we began to tire in defence and this saw Greenacre
take advantage and reduce the lead to 10 – 6 on the bell.
As is the case in the senior levels of our game the points scored just before the break, seemed to turn the
momentum Greenacre’s way and from their kick off, they seemed to be controlling the tempo of the
game. This saw our defence begin to struggle to hold the advantage line and their big boppers began to
dent the line. We suffered a further set back with Greenacre getting an early converted try to be ahead
10 – 12. We worked back into the game over the next few sets, however following a repeat set from
penalties Greenacre posted another converted try to extend their lead to 10 – 18. However we did not
give up and continued to battle away, which saw Kaled go over from dummy half and with Alex getting
the extras we were back in the game at 16 – 18. We ended the game with the ball in hand in Greenacre’s
half, however we were not able to get that final score to win.
This was a good game of football, between two evenly matched sides, which saw some big hits in
defence and hard running with the ball. All the boys can be proud of their efforts in this game and we
look forward to getting back to training during the week.
We would also like to thank our club officials who were running this field as a home game, even though it
was at Roberts Park. Our thanks to Greenacre for making side line facilities available to our club on the
day.
GO THE SAINTS.
Tries: Jared, Kaled, Ricardo
Goals: Alex, Bailey
Goop Guys M.O.M: Vincent
ENC: Luke
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Under 10.2 ~ Bye
Under 11.1 ~ Won 38-12 v Dragons
After missing 2 training runs during the week due to rain I was, like most
coaches, concerned how the boys would respond come the game
Saturday with no preparation under their belts.
We start the match and it’s not good, we drop the ball early in the tackle
count on our opening couple of sets and we struggle to hold our shape
and find the rhythm we have had in recent weeks. Luckily for us the
opposition is suffering the same disease and don’t punish us for our
mistakes. Showing what we can do in spurts we bang a few tries on the
Dragons and I think we lead 22 nil at the half.
Our second half is not much better and at times the Dragons lift and test
our defence and resolve. If they were in the game for longer periods
they may have altered the result. On a day when the team didn’t really
play as a team for and with each other, it took a couple of very good
individual performances to make the difference to the result and the
scoreboard. Final score 38-12.
The good news is we got two valuable competition points, and,
hopefully the boys learnt that the success of the team depends upon
everybody working hard and doing their job for the team.

Under 12.2 ~ Won 44-6 v Tigers
Due to wet weather the boys didn’t train at all during the week, and it
showed. Like our previous week, drop ball seemed to be the order of
the day, and the first half dragged on and took forever due to the
amount of mistakes and lack of discipline from both sides. When we did
hold onto the ball, we looked good and the boys were eager to really
put some points on Greenacre. We put a few tries on in the first half,
but just could not kick the ball between the posts. The lack of training
showed as we let the second try of season in, late in the first half. The
Coach gave one of his famous speeches and we reshuffled the side and
started the second half strong. The sun must not of not been, in the
boys eyes this time, because the team started to carve the opposition
apart. We scored at will and we must of finally broken the backs of the
Greenacre Tigers. Even when they kicked off the ball would find one
our kids on the full, and the boys would carve through and score. I am
not sure what the Coaches plan is for this week, but maybe there
should be some kicking practice this week, as there were some very
ordinary attempts at goal, probably one of the funniest goal kick
attempt in the history of the game was witnessed on the weekend and
we need to help these kids out. The Game ended 44 – 6 and our MOM
was Josh Fuller.
Tries: Dean G, Christian L, Kueva L, Jesse M x2, Cameron R X2, Billy R x2
Goals: Dean G, Christian L, Cameron R, Camille S.
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Under 13.2Y ~ Lost 10-16 v Moorebank Y
We played Moorebank Y at Roberts Park, after the game had been transferred from Bill Delauney Reserve. It
was a hard and close fought match which was not decided until the final five minutes of the game.
The boys did try hard and it was really disappointing that we had not come away with the win. The scores
were level at 4 all at half time, with each team scoring an unconverted try. The second half continued the
same way with neither team give much away. Moorebank took the lead midway through the second half to
lead 8-4. We then fought hard and came up with a converted try with only six minutes left of play to take
the lead by 10-8. Moorebank then kicked-off to us and from the first set we knocked the ball on and allowed
them an opportunity to score. Moorebank did just that, with only four minutes of play to take the lead to
12-10. We then had to work hard to try and place ourselves in an attacking position. Then with only seconds
remaining, Moorebank crossed over after a kick through to finish up winners by 16 points to 10.
There were strong performance from Sebastian, Shaun and Cooper but it just wasn't meant to be. The loss
of Aaron (injury to leg) before the game and Adam E’s unavailability had a real effect on us.
I am sure the Coaching staff will review our weaknesses and be in shape to play Milperra Colts at home this
coming Saturday. The Junior League has regraded our team to Division 3 which will be effective from Round
9 of the Competition.
Man of the Match: Sebastian

Tries: Shaun & Sebastian

Goals: Jack

Check out our new sponsor ~ Welcome aboard!

Shop 5/130, Tower St CNR Woodburn Ave Panania NSW 2213.
Best prices and Personal service guaranteed. Just ask

Under 13.2R ~ Won 24-10 v Warriors
This week we travelled out to Lidcombe and came up against a tough Auburn side. We had a real battle
on our hands. Auburn was in our face so we had to work for everything, at the same time our attack was
not clicking and we were too flat a lot of the time. We took an 8 nil lead to the break and decided to play
them a lot more up the middle. As the game went on we wore them down and won comfortably while it
was good to see our defence hold up keeping them to nil. Jaidin O. created havoc out of dummy half
making plenty of metres while Angelo was strong out wide injecting himself at the right time. The
forwards were strong all game led by Christian and Jihad having good games and Mohamed strong at the
back again. Good work guys we have to back up against them this week and do the same.
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Under 14.2 ~ Won 18-10 v Concord
Burwood
Under 15.1 ~ Lost 10-36 Clovelly B
Under 16.1 ~ Lost 10-44 v Sports
Under 19.2 ~ Lost 12-16 v Tigers
A Reserve ~ Won 32-14 v All Saints
A Grade ~ Lost 12-24 v All Saints
Under 8 Green~Draw 26-26 v Greenacre
(Round 7)
The boys faced a tough game on Saturday against a hard playing
Greenacre side. Greenacre took the early lead, keeping us scoreless in
the first period to their 2 tries. In the second we struggled to get
across the line while Tigers scored twice more against us. In the final
third the boys came out like a different team. In defence the boys held
their line and defended all attacks. In the middle Hussein, Adam,
Cooper and Daniel pushed up fast and tackled hard keeping Tigers
almost scoreless for the rest of the game. In attack the boys began
running hard to the sidelines, which quickly yielded tries, Zac,
Nouredeen, Ryan, Tarley, and Matthew all made long runs along the
line . The boys quickly put on 4 quick tries, with Adam making 2 of
these. With 1 min left on the clock we were in the lead, when the
Tigers ran right up against the sideline, to get a try right on the siren,
to tie the score at 26 all. This was our toughest game this year, and
the boys rallied well and fought back to remain undefeated.

For fine quality meats:

RICHARDS
QUALITY MEATS
16 Selems Parade, Revesby
Ph 9773-7386

River Road Express
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This Week’s Games
Saturday 1st June
6 Gold
6 White
6 Blue
7 Green
7 White
7 Blue
8 Green
8 White
8 Blue
U9-3
U9-1
U10-2
U11-1
U12-2
U13-3
U13-2

9.40
11.40
2.20
9.00
11.00
12.20
9.40
11.00
1.00
1.40
9.00
1.00
2.30
11.30
2.50
1.50

Moorebank
East Hills
Rhinos
Milperra Colts
Milperra Colts
Berala Bears
Moorebank
Chester Hill
Tigers
Tigers
Berala Bears
Rhinos
Tigers
Bulls
Milperra Colts
Auburn Warriors

Neptune Park
Neptune Park
Neptune Park
Bill Delauney Res
Bill Delauney Res
Bill Delauney Res
Roberts Park
Roberts Park
Roberts Park
Roberts Park
Peter Hislop
Bill Delauney Res
Roberts Park
Ruse Park
Bill Delauney Res
Bill Delauney Res

Sunday 2nd June
U14-2
U15-1
U16-1
U19-2
A Res
A
U14-2

11.00
12.05
1.15
12.00
2.30
2.30
11.00

Renown
Renown
Mascot
Campbelltown
Minto Cobras
Berala
Renown

Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Bill Delauney
Worrell Park, Ruse
Bill Delauney
Peter Hislop
Bill Delauney
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Raffle Winners
$50 Voucher from Richards Quality Meats Meat Trays Joker Jackpot - $1,180.
Drawn 6:30 on Friday at Revesby Pacific Hotel.

Raffle Roster
Friday 31st May:
Joker Draw raffle at Revesby Pacific Hotel
from 5:30-7:00 ~ Under 19’s.

Saturday 1st June

 (a) Revesby Pacific Hotel ~ Meat Tray raffles
from 3:30-5:30 ~ Under 11’s.
 (b) Panania Diggers ~ Meat Tray raffles
from 3:30-5:30 ~ Under 7’s.

Social Events ~ Save the dates!
Annual Ball
Friday, 7th June at the Vaudeville
Long weekend – no football.
A must do on the social calendar!!!!!
Tickets are $85.00 per head (covering food and drinks)
See your team manager to organise your table now!
Tables of 8, 10 or 12 available.

Bookings closing soon.

Kids Disco
Sunday, 9th June – Panania Diggers Auditorium.

